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DYNATRAP® PRODUCTS

SHOP DYNATRAP® »




DynaTrap® is committed to designing innovative and effective solutions to protect people from mosquitoes, biting flies, and other insects, both indoors and out.

About DynaTrap®

Introduced in 2006 by Juan Rocha, DynaTrap® began with the mission to design, manufacture, and market innovative and environmentally friendly insect control products for the home. The award-winning DynaTrap® Insect Trap quickly grew to be a leading name in the insect control category. We have expanded our original offerings to provide a wide variety of technology-driven solutions for both indoors and outdoors. Dynatrap® is the simple way to safeguard your living space from mosquitoes, biting flies, and other nuisance insects by trapping.

Top Products

	DynaTrap® ½ Acre Mosquito Trap – Designed with varied placement in mind, this trap allows you to wall mount hang from a hook, or place on a flat surface so you can be protected from mosquitoes and flying insect wherever you are. DynaTrap® Ultralight Portable Mosquito Trap – Effectively trap flying pests indoors. Its lightweight design makes it easy to place anywhere, even if you’re traveling.
	DynaTrap® Flylight Insect Trap With 2 AC Outlets – Say goodbye to unsightly traps! Flylight disguises the effective trapping power of the StickyTech glue cards by hiding them behind a decorative cover. Plus, the additional outlets mean you never have to sacrifice plug space.
	DynaTrap® 1 Acre XL Mosquito Trap – Our longest-range trap provides powerful mosquito and flying insect protection both indoors and outdoors. No zapping or buzzing, just whisper-quiet operation.
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FAQs

DynaTrap Insect Traps

Q: How does the DynaTrap attract mosquitoes?

A: Mosquitoes are attracted to warm blooded animals. They sense body heat, among other things, to locate a blood meal. The DynaTrap mimics this attractant by using a UV bulb which emits light and heat.

Q: How soon does the DynaTrap control mosquitoes and other flying insects?

A: The trap will begin to catch mosquitoes and other flying insects immediately. It will gradually reduce your mosquito population and within 6 weeks you will have successfully broken the mosquito’s lifecycle.

Q: Does the DynaTrap attract other insects? What about beneficial insects?

A: The DynaTrap attracts and kills many flying insects including mosquitoes, biting flies, Asian beetles, no see-ums, wasps, hornets, moths, stink bugs, and more. It will not attract butterflies, honeybees, and bumblebees.

Q: Should I leave the DynaTrap plugged in all the time?

A: Yes. The DynaTrap should be left on 24 hours a day, seven days a week (except when cleaning) during the insect and mosquito season. In some areas of the world this might be several months during the summer, in other areas, it may be year-around. DynaTrap reaches maximum effectiveness in 6-8 weeks, but please continue running DynaTrap 24/7 after this period for the duration of the insect and mosquito season.

Q: How long do the insects stay alive in the retaining cage?

A: Once insects are trapped in the retaining cage, they may stay alive for 12-24 hours (depending on the insect), before they die from dehydration.

Flylight

Q: How often do the glue boards need changed?

A: Every 30 days or as needed, depending on how quickly the glue card fills up with insects, or if the glue has dried after 30 days.

Q: Can the Flylight be mounted sideways or upside-down?

A: Yes, the Flylight can be mounted sideways or upside down if necessary, without hurting its effectiveness. If the glue card if falling out when mounted upside down, fold over the top corner of the glue card to stop it from slipping out.

Q: Can the Flylight be used near another light?

A: While the Flylight traps bugs day and night, the warmth and glow is especially effective when there is little competing light.

Q: Can the Flylight be used outdoors?

A: Yes, but only in a covered outdoor area, where it will not get wet.

Atrakta

Q: What does Atrakta smell like?

A: The Atrakta sachet is designed to mimic the natural body odors of humans. Some may consider it to be unpleasant.

Q: What do I do with the Atrakta packet?

A: The Atrakta mosquito lure can be placed inside the cage where insects are collected, or on top of the damper flaps, or adhered to the underside of the cage. There is a small adhesive spot on the sachet so it can be stuck to the bottom of the trap, either inside the cage or outside. Each sachet will last about 8 weeks.
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